
 

 

 

MP Julie Dzerowicz’s Response to Calls to Fund TTC and Stop Fare Inspection 

 

Davenport friends and neighbours,  

 

Many of you have written to me to advocate for more funding for the TTC, and to argue that fare 

inspection should not be brought back in the middle of this pandemic. Your letters point out that, just 

like in interactions with police, racialized people experience discrimination from the fare inspection 

system. In this moment, we need to be reimagining public safety to fight systemic racism.  

 

The TTC relies more on fares for funding than almost any other transit system in North America, and I 

agree that this is a problem. The specific policies around fares and enforcement are made by the City of 

Toronto and the Provincial government, and I encourage you to write to your other elected 

representatives as well. All levels of government need to invest in public transit.  

 

Since 2015, our federal Liberal government has made the largest investments in public transit in 

Canadian history. We invested more than $3 billion on upgrades and improvements, and more than $25 

billion over ten years for the next generation of projects. From maintenance and upgrades, to more bike 

parking and bikeshare at TTC stations, to funding for the West Toronto Railpath Extension, this has 

meant major benefits for Davenport.  

 

Now, in the middle of this unprecedented pandemic, our government is stepping up to support 

municipalities and transit, to help see Canadians through this crisis. Many Torontonians rely on the TTC 

to get to work, and we cannot safely restart our economy without making sure they are safely able to 

take transit. We have reached a historic agreement with provinces to provide over $19 billion to cover 

important costs, including $1.8 billion to cost-match provincial investments in transit. This will make a 

huge difference to the countless people in Davenport and across the city who rely on the TTC. Investing 

in transit will remain a priority for our government and for me as your MP. 

 

My very best, 

 

Julie Dzerowicz 

Member of Parliament, Davenport 

https://pm.gc.ca/en/news/news-releases/2020/07/16/more-support-canadians-through-safe-restart-agreement
https://pm.gc.ca/en/news/news-releases/2020/07/16/more-support-canadians-through-safe-restart-agreement

